WORLD RECORD TESTING RULES
Any individual can set and hold an AYYA World Record; they do not have to be a member of the AYYA. There are three age categories;
Open (all ages), Junior (14 and under), Masters (50 and over).
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Submissions must be filed using the AYYA World Record
Submission Form.

5.

A competitor can only have one attempt per trick, per contest.
Any commercially available yo-yo may be used for any record
attempt, (but the axle type must match the axle type
specified in the sleeping events.) This is any yo-yo sold at
least 1 week prior to the attempt, to the general public by a
retailer other than the manufacturer with a production run
of at least 100. A retailer is any storefront or internet store
not owned by the manufacturer. No modifications are
allowed to the yo-yo; tuning is allowed as stated below.
The string length must be between 32 and 42 inches
measured from the finger down to the rim of the yo-yo.
The string cannot be rigged, but it can be waxed/treated.
Wearing of finger protectors and gloves is allowed, as long
as the string is not attached to the protector or glove.

6.

7.

• Modified definition: Altering the shape, weight or size
of the yo-yo body or the addition of components to the
yo-yo that are not covered under tuning.

4. Records can only be set during an AYYA sanctioned or
recognized event. This event must be a publicized public
contest open to all competitors with at least 20 people in
attendance (players and/or spectators). The contest director
must be at least 18 year of age. The AYYA board can
recognize an event for record-breaking purposes without
granting official AYYA contest sanction.

The contest director, head judge, or an AYYA board member
present during testing must completely fill out the
submission form, verifying that the judges, person breaking
the record, and the yo-yo used are all official and meet AYYA
requirements for the record broken.
Once a record attempt has begun, the contestant has a
two-minute grace period to restart if needed. After two
minutes no further restarts of that trick are allowed.
Example: If you are attempting to break the Eli Hop record,
and you miss the string after 42 hops…..but only 58
seconds have elapsed, you can start over. Once the
two-minute mark has passed, you can no longer start again.

Note: The yo-yo can be “tuned” but not “modified”.
• Tuning definition: Changing of any yo-yo string, sanding
the string slot and/or removing friction return pads or
similar type of device, addition or removal of lubrication,
changing gap width, changing out axles, adding or
removing ball bearings, removal or addition of side lens or
pogs or weight rings. Any components that are used in
tuning the yo-yo (string, axles, bearings, weight rings,
pogs or len) must be commercially available, but does not
have to be of the same brand as the body of the yo-yo.
These components cannot be modified (altering the shape,
weight or size).

If an individual breaks one of the records, that entire record
attempt must be videotaped and submitted without edits.
It can be sent using any of the in the mail on DVD or email
a youtube link. All submitted video become property of the
AYYA and are non-returnable. If the video does not clearly
show the attempt in a fashion that it can be fully judged,
the submission will be disqualified.

8.

Note: If you break the OPEN record in under the two-minute
grace period, you cannot start again to try and beat it by
even more. The broken record is recorded. If you break the
Junior or Masters record, and you are a junior or masters
player, you have the option of trying again, but if you do, the
last attempt will be your official total. (so if you have the
record, but try to do better, and fail, you get the lower total)
All judges must be at least 18 years of age. There must be
three judges counting, or two judges with stopwatches.
Judges must initial their counts on the World Record
Submission Form. The official count will be the average of
the three judges’ count, or in sleeping events, the average
of the two times. The world record committee can accept
this as the official count and certify the record or review the
video for an official count. The committee decision is final.
Once the record has been certified or denied, there will be
no further counts or video reviews. The committee must do
a video review if the record is broken by less than 1%. If
there is a discrepancy of more than 3% of one judge from
the average of the other two judges, then that judge’s count
will be dropped and the other two judges average will be
used. If there is a discrepancy of 3% from all three judges,
the middle value will be submitted.

If a record is broken, the contest director can send the information to the Records Chairman for official verification. Please send the
submission in as soon as possible following the event. It must be recieved no later then 90 days following the event or it will be
disqualified. It is recommended that you send the package priority mail with a return receipt or email the submission. The AYYA is not
responsible for lost or misdirected mail. Please keep a copy of the information in case the USPS loses the package in transition.
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